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ST WENN SCHOOL GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES OF MEETING
St Wenn School
6
Dr Tessa Cubitt
Miss Joanne Trudgian
Monday 27th April at 5.00pm
Virtual meeting using Microsoft Teams

Attendance:
NAME

Mrs S Berry – Head Teacher (SB)
Dr T Cubitt – (Chair) – Partnership Governor (TC)
Mrs E Lawrenson – Parent Governor (EC)
Mr T Bourton – Co-opted Governor (TB)
Mr E Coode – Parent Governor (EC)
Mr K Beer – Staff Governor (KB)
Mrs N Mathers – (Vice Chair) Co-opted Governor (NM)
Dr G Smith-Laing - Local Authority Governor (GSL)
Mrs K Messenger – Parent Governor (KM)
Mr R Savage – Co-opted Governor (RS)
Mr R Fenwick – Co-opted Governor (RF)
Miss J Trudgian
Mrs C Masters

GOVERNOR ASSOCIATE
MEMBER
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO

OTHER
(Please
state)

Clerk
Bursar

Welcome, apologies and consideration for absence
The Chair declared the meeting open at 5.14pm once Governors had accessed the video
conference, which was the first of its kind for the Board. Charlotte Masters (Bursar) was
welcomed to the meeting. The Chair thanked the Clerk for the arrangements and assisting
with some technical issues.
K Messenger accessed the meeting at 5.16pm.
The Clerk noted virtual attendance and recorded an absence from TB and EC, neither having
given their apologies.
Referring to the protocol suggested for use during Covid-19, the Chair reminded Governors
of the Code of Conduct and the need for confidentiality, also that comments come through
the Chair at all times, with Governors stating their name to ensure a smooth meeting and
ease for recording the minutes.
The Chair explained that during these unprecedented times, it was advised that the Board
concentrate on urgent matters only including budget/finance, Safeguarding and Staff
issues/welfare. The meeting would also be recorded subject to Governor approval –
APPROVED.
2.
Constitution
2.1 Next Term of Office to expire – EC 22.10.2020
The Clerk explained that action was not necessary but should the position of lockdown still
apply in October and it was impossible to hold elections, the Dept of Education and the NGA
advised that terms of office for elected members should be extended until elections could
take place.
3.
Declaration of Business and Pecuniary Interest
3.1 To declare any interests
None declared.
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4.
4.1

5.

6.

6.2

6.3

Minutes of Meeting held on 02/03/2020
To receive and approve the minutes
Minutes had been circulated prior to the meeting. GS proposed and SB seconded the
APPROVAL of the Minutes.
Matters Arising
There were no matters arising. All Action Points had been achieved barring the Clerk’s
appraisal.
Budget Setting Financial Year 2020/2021
The Chair moved to item 6.2 to enable the bursar, Charlotte Masters (CM), to leave the
meeting early. Board AGREED.
Presentation from Bursar Budget Forecast
Papers had been circulated prior to the meeting, although a couple of minor changes had
been made since. CM gave a detailed and thorough explanation line by line and the
updated figures.
Employees
Teachers pay grant was estimated as funding previously forecast is not guaranteed,
particularly post Covid-19. It was noted that administrative overtime had not been
budgeted for but should be.
Staff training had been reinstated having been cut previously. It was noted that supply
costs needed to apply from September and not October (Maternity leave).
Premises
It was noted that an outstanding debt from neighbour for shared water rates was causing
some concern. Advice regarding settlement was being sought through County. Forecast
reflected the non- payment.
Administration
Bank charges increased due to using BACs but the costs of postage was expected to fall.
Admin and office expenses will now be amalgamated going forward but increase in costs
was due to the new website.
Governor training had been increased.
A new contract for photocopying would generate some savings.
Service Level Agreements (SLA’s)
All had increased costs.
Curriculum
It was agreed that a buffer be applied for camps and educational trips in cases where
parental contributions were not forthcoming.
All pupil premium was used and a budget was now set for swimming. RS stated that this had
been a particularly difficult issue to resolve and he was pleased with the increase for
swimming.
Catering
A 3% increase was budgeted for catering staff.
Preschool
Funding will still come through. There is an expected drop in pupil numbers coming into
school against those leaving.
Capital
£4,878 with healthy reserves sees a total of £53,695 to carry forward.
Consider and Approve the Budget
The projected income figures could change given the Government situation regarding
Coronavirus and consequential financial implications, CM confident that providing there
were no detrimental changes in the years ahead, the budget was looking good. RS stated
that the school was not in a deficit situation and this was testament to the way in which the
leadership was not frivolous regarding expenditure. The Chair proposed to support the
Budget. This was seconded by RS and full APPROVAL was given by the Board. Budget will
be updated given the changes mentioned and a revised copy sent to the Head and Clerk.
CM left the meeting at 6.04pm.
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7.

Benchmarking Presentation
Papers had been circulated prior to the meeting.
RS explained the methodology of the exercise. He had looked at a national comparison, as
well as in county, and identified that spending was where it should be. Staffing was the
highest expense but necessary. He was concerned that the occupation totals seemed quite
high. These included utility, energy, rents, insurance and catering costs. This would be an
area that needed to be monitored. Otherwise, the future looked rosy!
Covid-19/Safeguarding Update
SB updated the Board. All vulnerable pupils had been identified in consultation with
teaching staff from day one. Those identified were contacted daily or weekly with
continued attempts until contact had been made. There had been two situations where
MARU had been notified of concerns.
Home learning kits had been photocopied and distributed from day one, with Teachers
often delivering to those especially deemed vulnerable. This was an opportunity to see
them in person.
Staff are aware that with no face to face contact, concerns are heightened and that visiting
to drop off packs had been a way to support parents as well as children.
All Government Guidance had been followed. Consequently, the Safeguarding Policy, Video
Conferencing and Acceptable use policies had been updated and discussed/copied with
Staff. All policies had been distributed to Governors prior to the meeting. Teachers sign the
video conferencing statement and 2 staff members are present during online conference
lessons with Agreements signed by staff beforehand.
Following advice from DNS (technical support company), it was agreed to use Microsoft
Teams, with each child having their own email and password.
CPONDS - a platform to record all safeguarding concerns giving tighter chronological order
to records was free and being used (cost usually £500 per year). Staff had received training.
GSL asked if this system was accessible to all sectors e.g social workers and police? No. TC
asked what the impact of safeguarding arrangements and policies was? SB confirmed that
staff know parents and pupils extremely well as the school is small. MARU had confirmed
that all possible action had been taken and recorded. Staff were meeting on Tuesdays
(virtually) and reviewing and improving actions. RF congratulated SB for comprehensively
looking after the needs of the pupils and asked about the approach to returning to school,
whenever that may be? SB stated that the planned topic for September would need to
change and that there needs to be a strategic plan to return. And that staff would be
working on this at the meetings taking into consideration Government advice. RF asked
what the implications would be regarding social distancing should there be a phased return
or that schools reopen? With definite implications regarding space, it was probable that
younger children (below year 2) would not be expected to return – emotionally, their
understanding of social distancing would be limited. Older children would cope better. !0
pupils per room would enable safe distancing but staff are still considering this. OFSTED will
focus on Maths and English and will not use data from 19/20 year.
EL asked what % of staff would be available should a phased return to school happen?
There would be staffing implications given the underlying health conditions of key staff. RS
asked what would happen if the Head and Board deemed it impossible for St Wenn to
open? Advice would be taken from County. Families would individually decide if they feel it
is safe to return. If not, support and education would have to continue in its present form.
EL asked if vulnerable children would be expected back to school first? Yes, some will find it
really hard. RF asked how successful parents have been rising to the challenge of teaching
at home? What are the implications of catching up? It was clear that there were very broad
and mixed extremes. It will be complex for staff upon return to address the variance and
this will have implications for planning. Video Conferencing had been used to teach phonics
to those most needed. Photographs and reports had been sent by pupils. All parents had
been asked in the newsletters to keep up with reading. NM asked if lockdown is expected
for the rest of the year, is there a proposal to do anything differently? Having read the
policies, concern was raised where music lessons are not conferenced by 2 teachers/staff.
Staff must be careful not to offer privileged teaching to those whose families can access
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computers and printers. Extended lessons or videos in smaller groups may be considered.
KB was already trialling reading on the school Facebook page (262 views so far). There is
scope for all teachers to do something similar as a way of pupils seeing their teacher. SB to
raise issue of video conferencing with music staff. RF – Are you referring pupils/families to
learning links? Yes, but not all have access. Consideration not to overload the parents or
pupils. Sign posting to the links where staff want them to go to enhance learning was
happening. Feedback so far was that pupils enjoy receiving emails and newsletters. RS
suggested that it would be useful for teachers to steer their pupils with recordings about
the weekly packs and the expectations required. This is something that will be discussed at
Staff meeting.
The Chair wished to formally approve the Safeguarding Policy and Video Conferencing
Acceptable User Policy. Seconded by EL and APPROVED by the Board. Clerk to add to the
website.
Close the meeting
With the date of the next meeting being 29th June 2020, the Clerk asked if it would be
prudent to either schedule two meetings before the academic year end or to hold smaller
committee meetings? The NGA stated that approval had been given for video conferencing
for committees as well as Board meetings. Deferred business from this meeting, as well as
the consequences of COVID-19, would require more consideration and planning. One
Governor expressed his concern using Microsoft Teams for a two- hour meeting. Another
asked if it was possible to hold smaller meetings using Microsoft Teams where you are
limited to 4 people on a screen at once and that decisions may follow a meaningful
dialogue. It was decided that the Chair, Head and Clerk would discuss and notify the Board.

policy when
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The meeting closed at 6.54pm

These Minutes were signed as a true and accurate record at the Full Governing Board Meeting held on 20th May
2020.
Signed:

T Cubitt. Chair of Governors
Dr T Cubitt

Action Points from the meeting:Chair
• Carry out an appraisal for the Clerk
Bursar
• To liaise with Secretary and FMS for figures on costs of admin overtime
• To change the figures for maternity cover from September and not October and resend copy of budget to
Head/Clerk.
Head
• To check acceptable user policy and confirm with music teachers
Finance
• To monitor occupation costs of the school
Clerk
• To add policies to website
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